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Welcome to an important milestone in the evolutionary process of bringing our
Pension Section Members the most relevant information in a timely manner. This
publication is the first electronic version of the Pension Section News. And, because
your Pension Section is sponsoring the all-encompassing retirement system design
project Retirement 20/20, we decided to dedicate our first e-issue to this topic.
Below you find articles that will educate you and bring you up to date on the first
Retirement 20/20 conference, held recently in Washington, D.C.
Not taking anything for granted, your Pension Section Council is asking you to take
just a moment, after reading this issue, to complete a brief survey to indicate your preferences for Pension
Section News format. The survey is completely anonymous. We will adjust our delivery of the PSN
according to your preferences. Thank you for your time and interest.
Martine Sohier
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Headlines from the Retirement 20/20 Conference
Introduction
The SOA Pension Section sponsored the first Retirement 20/20 conference "Building the Foundation
for New Retirement Systems" recently in Washington DC. The focus of the conference was on the
needs, risks and roles of the stakeholders in retirement systems. The two-day conference attracted a
diverse group of actuaries, attorneys, economists, public policy experts and employers from both the
US and Canada. ...
Systems should be designed to self-adjust
Any system that is to survive should be self-adjusting. Quite simply, the system should be built to be
flexible to adapt to changing conditions. For example, increased longevity and the evolution of
global competition have changed what we need from a retirement system. This has put pressure on
today’s system and is part of what is causing it to falter. If today’s system had self-adjusted, then it
might still be working today. ...
Systems should align stakeholders’ skills with roles
As participants discussed in depth what role different stakeholders could play in the system, one
theme quickly emerged: align each stakeholders’ skill set with their roles. This seems obvious but
participants cited several examples where it does not currently happen: ...
Systems should consider new norms for work and retirement and the role of the
normative retirement age
Conference participants kept coming back to issues of work and retirement, particularly retirement
age. ...
Systems should be better aligned with markets
Many participants felt strongly that the system should look to markets to pool and hedge risks, and
not leave those risks to the employer, the employers’ shareholders or the employees. ...
Systems should clarify the role of the employer
We discussed at length whether the employer based system should continue. As noted earlier, many
employers expressed concerns with their role today, particularly in terms of the fiduciary risk faced in
the current system. ...
Retirement systems will not succeed without improvements in the health and longterm care systems
Finally, conference participants felt strongly that any retirement system redesign will fail unless
changes are also made to the health care (particularly in the US) and long-term care systems. ...

An Actuary’s View of The Future of Life Cycle Saving and Investing
By Anna M. Rappaport, FSA

In this article Anna summarizes a conference, The Future of Life Cycle Saving & Investing, which she
recently attended. The conference was sponsored jointly by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Boston
University, and the CFA Institute.

Phased Retirement Programs: Has the World Changed?
By Anna M. Rappaport, FSA and Steve Siegel, ASA

This article examines the decision process for launching a phased retirement program.
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An Actuary’s View of The Future of Life Cycle Saving and Investing
By Anna M. Rappaport, FSA

I recently attended a very interesting conference, The Future of Life Cycle Saving & Investing, sponsored
jointly by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Boston University, and the CFA Institute. The conference
was attended by a diverse group: several important academics, economists and experts on finance,
members of the Federal Reserve bank, actuaries, policymakers and regulators, attorneys, representatives of
the financial services industry, CFAs, and people in advisory roles.
The topics including discussion of the Life-Cycle Model, findings from behavioral finance, a discussion
of managing risks post-retirement, a discussion of the role of government, some discussion on software,
and some perspectives on the future. The full program, papers and presentations can be found on the
conference Web site, http://smg.bu.edu/exec/elc/lifecycle/. I recommend the papers to you.
I found a lot of overlap between the topics covered there with recent research within the actuarial
profession, and with the topics discussed at Retirement 20/20, a major project of the SOA. This article will
link some of the content to topics of interest to actuaries and to some of the work that actuaries have been
doing and raise questions and perspective. For a summary of the content, look at the summary provided by
Zvi Bodie, a professor of economics and finance, and conference organizer. That summary can be found on
the Web site referenced above.
Challenges to Traditional Ideas Challenges to traditional investment ideas were central to the discussion.
Bodie has collected numerous examples of ideas that he views as false, that are in the public domain and
presented as correct information on the Web sites of large and highly regarded institutions. Bodie identifies
three notions he suggests purging from the popular literature along with three replacement ideas from the
discipline of financial economics that are, in contrast, worthy of wide promotion:
Popular literature

Financial Economics

Saving is for the short run. Investing is
for the long run.

Saving means income minus
consumption; investing means
selecting your portfolio of assets.

The only way to reduce risk is to
diversify.

The simplest ways to reduce risk are
to hedge, insure or hold safe assets. A
safe way to achieve a future
consumption target is with CPIlinked bonds.

Stocks become safe in the long run due
to “time diversification.”

Stocks do not become safe even in
the long run. If they did, they would
not have a risk premium.

He raises an important issue with regard to equity investment and causes us to ask the question
“When is it appropriate for individuals to invest in stocks?” I find it very interesting that well
schooled financial people including economists, actuaries and others have very different views
about the appropriateness of stock investment in different circumstances. Divergent views exist
within each of these professions. I also think that some of the discussion about stock investment,
while appropriately focusing on the risk, fails to recognize that stock investment is a form of

ownership and gives people a chance to participate in the growth of the economy. I am not
prepared to take a position on the question of who is right and who is wrong in these many
discussions.

Perspectives on Consumption Targets
The key paper, “The Theory of Optimal Life Cycle Saving and Investing,” by Zvi Bodie,
Jonathan Treussard and Paul Willen sets the stage for the dialogue. The authors review the
theory and point out that there are gaps between theory and practice. In her discussion, Deborah
Lucas from Northwestern University raised practical issues about the use of this model. She
cautioned us to realize that people have many different life paths and that an exclusive focus on
phases of the life cycle tends to oversimplify for many people. She also focused on the
importance of contingent events, and emphasized the importance of decisions such as marriage,
divorce and family size and the fact that uncertainly surrounding them limits the ability to make
forecasts with precision.

Another paper by Laurence Kotlikoff introduced practical models and focused us on
consumption smoothing. Life cycle saving and investing are linked to consumption smoothing or
some other method of reallocating consumption over the life cycle. A common way of focusing
on income needed after retirement is through the use of [O1] replacement ratios. Actuaries have
commonly used replacement ratios in thinking about pension plan design and measuring benefit
adequacy. Some of the models of life cycle financial planning presented focused on lifetime
consumption smoothing (usually inflation adjusted [O2]). While this is appropriate for some
people, many others will have different ideas. It is hoped that actuaries can have some dialogue
on this issue, focusing on different approaches to determining what is needed and wanted in
retirement, how they differ and how they are the same. I see actuaries as being able to add to the
discussion in several key areas:

Identification of risks together with information about what risks can be transferred effectively in
the current marketplace and how.

Very good participants in a discussion about how the marketplace may evolve.
Practical knowledge of how retirement systems work, and regulations interact with each other.
Many actuaries have hands-on experience working within the system. The combination of handson experience and theoretical knowledge is very valuable as we think about these issues.

My opinion about life cycle consumption as we think about retirement needs and wants is as
follows:

A way to link traditional replacement ratios and consumption targets is to make an implicit
assumption that income is consumed except for the amount saved and paid in taxes, and what does not
need to be replaced is savings, Social Security payroll taxes and/or work related expenses.

For example, an individual who was saving about 10 percent of income prior to retirement and consuming
all the rest of current income, and who no longer does paid work and therefore no longer pays Social
Security payroll taxes can probably continue his or her standard of living with about 70 percent to 80
percent of pre-retirement income plus the increased cost of medical premiums. This links traditional
replacement ratios with consumption targets.
That amount would be adjusted in some common situations. For example, a family saving more than 10
percent would need a lower amount relative to pre-retirement income. This assumes that a family pays off
its mortgage at time of retirement, so that the income needed to maintain consumption post-retirement is
reduced. Similarly, a family that had heavy college expenses in the years before retirement will not need to
count that money in consumption that will continue into retirement.
During retirement, consumption may be higher early on as people pursue their retirement dreams,
such as travel for example.
Consumption levels may also change. Some people may want to stay in the same house and geographic
area, whereas others want to move, perhaps to lower cost housing to enable earlier retirement. Others may
want to spend more on housing and become snowbirds or have multiple-type dwellings for different uses.
People who have larger homes are ultimately likely to downsize, even if they do not have to for economic
reasons. The problem of caring for larger homes can be substantial later in life.
Medical costs and the need for care are likely to increase in retirement. When an individual not eligible for
Medicare exits an employer paid health plan, costs for insurance are likely to increase greatly.
Consumption varies over working adult life, and the new retiree probably will want to continue or modify
based on consumption just before retirement.
We can think about income as representing a bare minimum, plus added amounts to do things that we
want to do. We might think about the need for guaranteed income as linked to the bare minimum.
In my view, neither consumption smoothing or traditional replacement ratios properly address the issue of
changing needs during retirement, by focusing on the one-time transition from pre-retirement to retirement.
The premise of consumption smoothing is a good start, however, by recognizing at least the reality of
fluctuations due to the occurrence of different events over time.
Part of the discussion about consumption smoothing over the life cycle included the idea of borrowing
early in life. If borrowing goes beyond student loans and a home mortgage, I do not think it is a good
idea. We do not really know what our ultimate income will be.

I also find that inadequate focus on risk management is a failure of both consumption smoothing and
traditional risk management.

The Role of Defined Benefit Plans Most of the conference was focused on challenges with regard to
providing retirement security and income in personal savings accounts and defined contribution plans.

These systems do not usually provide lifetime income and offer significant challenges with regard to
lifetime security. These challenges do not exist in traditional defined benefit plans, which are a natural way
to provide income. While most of the discussion in “The Future of Life-Cycle Saving & Investing” relates
to individual saving and defined contribution plans, we need to remember that defined benefit plans work
very well in the appropriate setting.
These plans are facing many challenges today. A key question is whether it is worth trying to meet those
challenges and continue to use defined benefit plans. Public sector employers are generally continuing
defined benefit plans, although state legislatures are increasingly challenging them. [O3]The number of
private sector employers offering these plans is shrinking markedly. The paper by Alicia Munnell provides
trend data on the overall use of various plan types.[O4] The discussion by Deborah Lucas focuses on the
importance of DB plans.
I believe that DB plans provide a direct and easy way to provide lifetime income, and that they remain
valuable. There are many threats to these plans and the existing designs are not attractive to plan sponsors in
the U.S. accounting and regulatory environment. There are different views of how to move forward. Some
people are seeking ways to strengthen and preserve these plans, some are seeking new plan models, and
others have essentially given up on defined benefit plans as a part of the future retirement income delivery
system. I strongly encourage not giving up on defined benefit plans, but rather seeking out models that can
work in the evolving environment.
Risks and Risk Management
The primary focus of the conference was on lifecycle saving and investing, with a lot of focus on
consumption smoothing. At the same time, speakers recognized that risk management and particularly
lifetime income are part of the picture. My paper focused on post-retirement risks and risk management
issues. Mark Warshawsky focused on long term care risk, and how packaging long-term care with a life
annuity may be a good way to manage both risks. Jerry Golden talked about income annuities and how their
price might vary depending on the risk management decisions the buyer made. He showed the difference in
cost for a single life annuity versus a joint and survivor annuity, and then showed the effect of life-care
provisions, indexing and inflation and some other features. I believe that one of the primary weaknesses of
much personal financial planning is an inadequate focus on risk and how to manage it.
The Role and Importance of the Employer
The conference discussed the employer’s role and the importance of the employer several times although
there was no panel specifically focused on that topic. I feel that there was inadequate focus on the
importance of the employer. It was clear from the discussion that individuals are not managing well enough
on their own, and that some combination of government programs, employer programs and mandates are
essential for financial security. There was no way to conclude from the discussion what the preferred mix
was by the group in total. However, from the panel on the role of government, it was clear that some
presenters preferred mandates to plans voluntarily established by employers.

Traditionally employers offer income through defined benefit plans, and while they offer a reliable source
of life income, most private sector plans in the United States do not include inflation indexing [zb6], leaving
a gap in income protection. However, most defined contribution plans offer lump sums and not life income
and as these plans are growing, it is important to consider issues surrounding life income in defined
contribution plans. These plans have evolved, are more often the primary retirement vehicle and in the last
few years there has been a growing focus on results produced by these plans. For instance, default options

are now recognized as critically important, since many employees stay with them and do not make an active
choice. The paper presented by David Laibson made clear just how important default options are and how
much they influence the results produced by plans. Common defaults today include auto-enrollment, autoincreases and investment defaults using balanced and life cycle funds. It is uncommon to find benefit
distribution defaults in DC other than a lump sum. This is an area for further development and default
options for payment of benefits were discussed in several different panels.
The distribution of benefits and making funds last during retirement are important issues in achieving
success and meeting life savings plan goals and employer plan goals. Satisfactory results post-retirement
will depend on having good methods for providing advice and life income to employees and retirees in an
efficient and unbiased manner. Employers could play a key role in selecting the providers that would offer
group products for risk protection through the employer.
Plan sponsors are reluctant to offer annuity options directly because few people choose them and in
addition, regulatory issues such as joint and survivor annuity and spousal consent requirements, the
implications of the Norris decision, “safest annuity rule issues,” and/or fiduciary responsibilities, etc., create
more work and uncertainty. It should be noted that the regulatory climate tends to offer incentives to
employers not to offer income. The employer who offers only a lump sum option does not need to get
spousal consent for plan distributions. In contrast, the employer who offers an annuity option must offer a
joint and survivor annuity and must get spousal consent in order for someone to elect out of the option. One
of the other complexities is linked to the Norris decision: while annuities are usually priced using different
rates for males and females, employers are prohibited from using sex-based rates or features inside of
defined contribution pension plans. A third complexity is the minimum distribution rules. The most
desirable form of annuity option would be one that allows purchase in several chunks over time, but the
minimum distribution rules fight against this. The safest annuity rule also opens the employer up to
fiduciary liability.
Instead of offering income directly through the defined contribution pension plan, companies such as IBM
are beginning to offer annuity options outside of the plan, but with institutional pricing through a thirdparty IRA rollover program. Under one third-party program now being used by some large companies, the
annuity is shopped using an automated process to get a good price, it can be purchased at retirement or
later, and in steps over time. A group of employers is also working on an annuity purchasing coalition
using institutional pricing of the product. Note that the Pension Protection Act opens the way to an easing
of the safest annuity rule issues. Working through the employer is one way to deal effectively with the
distribution system issues. It will, however, have a chance only if the regulatory issues are dealt with to
make it easier.

Regulatory Issues and the Role of Government Alicia Munnell presented a paper on The Role of
Government in Life Cycle Saving and Investing. That paper focused on longer term options for the role of
government. The author recognizes that there are limitations on the effectiveness of individual efforts and
she recommends mandated saving as a second layer on top of Social Security. Such a mandate is similar to
the MUPS, recommended by the President’s Commission on Pension Policy in the Carter administration or
to add-on private accounts in Social Security. There was also a discussion about the Netherlands and its
approach to retirement security [O7].
These structures offer alternatives for reconfiguring the retirement income system. Within the present
system, there are regulatory issues that create roadblocks to payment of retirement funds as income. These

regulations are important in understanding the functioning of the current system, and modifying them offers
a path to improving income delivery aspects of the system. In addition to the issues mentioned above, the
intersection of regulations affecting the insurer and plan sponsor must also be considered. When the
regulatory issues facing all of the stakeholders in the retirement system are merged, the total impact of the
regulations is overwhelming. Two of the most serious issues are the conflicts with regard to unisex rates and
issues surrounding minimum distribution rules. Employer plans are not permitted to use sex-based rates,
whereas virtually all annuity contracts are priced using sex-based rates. The minimum distribution rules
require that qualified plan funds be distributed beginning after age 70-and-a-half. Their structure creates
complexity for purchasing annuities over time on a staggered basis and for combination products that put
annuity and long-term care into the same insurance product. Both annuities and long-term care are heavily
regulated, but by different rules, and the regulations make it hard to combine them. Provisions of the
Pension Protection Act open the way to combination products in the future.
There are also regulatory complexities in products sold to individuals. Some of these products require
compliance with both securities and insurance law.
Conclusion This is a time of major change and challenge to the American retirement landscape. This
conference set forth many interesting ideas and perspectives. The way of thinking about the ideas is quite
different from much of what we have traditionally done. It helped me to think more about benefit adequacy
and replacement ratios and the retirement system, ideas that I have lived with for many years. My concerns
about the discussion were as follows:
Lifetime consumption smoothing is unrealistic. However, when taken together with replacement ratios, a
focus on consumption adds to our understanding of retirement needs.
Risk management needs to be much more prominent in our thinking about this topic.
The employer is a very important part of the retirement system and we need to encourage and value
employer sponsorship of plans.
Regulation is often in the way of doing some things that are desirable.
I plan to bring these ideas back to the Committee on Post-Retirement Needs and Risks. One of the issues
that needs work, which the Committee identified over the last few years, is retirement needs and more
understanding of spending. We have a paper-call out on that topic. It is hoped that this article will also
encourage you to think about these issues, read the papers and add to the dialogue.
Anna Rappaport, FSA, MAAA, is chair, Society of Actuaries Committee on Post-Retirement Needs and
Risks and owner of Anna Rappaport Consulting. She can be contacted at
anna@annarappaport.com

Phased Retirement Programs: Has the World Changed?
By Anna M. Rappaport, F.S.A. and Steve Siegel, A.S.A.

F. Scott Fitzgerald, the novelist who coined the expression the “Jazz Age” to describe the 1920’s, once said
“There are no second acts in American lives.” Although the “Great Gatsby” did not make it to retirement,
millions of Americans are disproving this maxim by varying their approach to traditional retirement in what
is commonly known as “phased retirement.” It’s clear the world has changed greatly since the 1920’s and
there has been much discussion in recent years about the importance of phased retirement as evidenced by
growing numbers of employees leaving the labor force in other than traditional ways.
An important development in this evolution is the recently enacted Pension Protection Act of 2006 which
now allows defined benefit plans to make payments to active employees beyond the age of 62 with
distributions permitted in plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2007.
Previously, the inability to make such distributions before an employee either terminated employment or
reached the plan’s normal retirement age had been one of the barriers to formal employer supported phased
retirement. Now, with this new legislation, will we see major change with a great number of employers
suddenly embracing phased retirement programs? In this article, we will share our opinions and hope that
you will write in and share yours as well.
To address this question, it is first helpful to think about the decision process for launching a phased
retirement program along with the program’s goals, benefits, and potential hurdles. In addition, to
provide a full perspective when contemplating these programs, it is beneficial to examine how these
programs have evolved in recent years.
What are the initial considerations for planning?
Our view is that the optimum way to plan for phased retirement is to first consider what options should be
offered, to whom they should be offered, and how those who choose them should be paid. For example,
some employees may simply want to continue in their same job with a reduced schedule. In this situation,
pro-rata payment may be fair and reasonable compensation, provided that their health insurance is
continued and they keep earning pension credits and/or receive a partial pension payment. For employees
who will be used for special projects, as opposed to working a regular, although reduced schedule, the best
option may be to let them formally retire and collect their pensions. The employer can then pay them for
the project work, although it may want to limit project work to no more than 1,000 hours per year. In all of
these situations, the guiding principle should be that the pattern of compensation to the employee should
bear some relationship to the pattern of the work.
What needs to be contemplated from a legal and compliance perspective?
Prior to the Pension Protection Act, there were a number of legal issues involved in establishing a phased
retirement program including compliance with the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, general nondiscrimination rules, rules affecting the rehiring of retirees, the ability to make in-service distributions from
a defined benefit plan and a host of other issues. The Pension Protection Act addressed only the in-service
distribution issue so many other complexities and compliance issues surrounding phased retirement remain
unchanged. In addition, final regulations incorporating the Pension Protection Act still need to be drafted
and the ultimate language could alter an employer’s optimum approach.
How large should the program be?
When thinking about the size of the program, it is important to assess current and future organizational

resource needs and how the group of employees nearing retirement link to these needs. Some pertinent
questions include:
What talent gaps is the employer likely to have and for how long? Do they relate to numbers of fulltime equivalents (FTE’s) or firm-specific knowledge? Examples of firm-specific knowledge include
relationships fostered with key customers, product expertise, institutional history, customized computer
systems, etc.
How many employees are likely to be eligible for such a program?
Are there individuals associated publicly with the employer’s brand? For example, a chief economist
in a bank may provide a great deal of market prestige.
Are there any groups of employees with highly specialized knowledge who are difficult to replace,
e.g. research scientists in a pharmaceutical company, emergency room nurses in a hospital, nuclear
engineers, etc.?
Are there critical strategic business initiatives that would suffer without certain employees
continuing their involvement because of retirement?
At what age/length of service does the employer want to start offering phasing?
How long would an employer need such a program in the qualified defined benefit plan and is it
possible to eliminate it once it is there?
How extensive should eligibility for the program be - only selected individuals, certain classes of
employees or all employees?
For many larger companies it could require a significant research effort to address these and other related
questions. In addition, the ultimate impact of the Pension Protection Act may be minimal or nonexistent for
employers that want to be either selective with their programs or offer them to employees before age 62. In
this sense, the world will have not have changed for those employers. Furthermore, for many other
employers, more pressing strategic issues may need to take priority before meaningful progress on a phased
retirement program can be accomplished.

How should the program be structured?
Once the employer has completed an initial evaluation of those individuals who might be eligible for the
program and whether the program will be all-inclusive or selective, the employer’s next step is to think
about the structure of the available options. Some structural-related questions include:
How can the potentially competing goals of how an employee adds value to the organization and
what the employee wants from a phased retirement program be reconciled? (The key to success is finding
the area that represents what the employee wants to do and what is valuable to the company.)
When is the ideal timing for phasing to begin -- before the start of what was previously considered
traditional retirement; or, after traditional retirement (i.e., rehiring retirees); or both time periods?
What will be the extent of job restructuring, if any? How will pre-phasing duties, work schedule,
and location be impacted?
What work arrangements would be necessary to retain these employees or to attract these employees
if the employer is seeking to hire another firm’s retirees? Would it be regular part-time work throughout the
year, full time seasonal-only work, or some other flexible work arrangement?
Would the phasing program necessarily require mentoring, transfer of intellectual capital,
transitioning external relationships with customers and others, and/or developing successors in specific
roles?
Is employee feedback such that the preference is for extensive phasing or minimal phasing or a

combination of both? Do options need to accommodate a variety of work schedules?
To date, the marketplace has seen more activity in the rehiring of retirees, rather than phasing beginning
before the start of traditional retirement. However, if the general election of part-time work options were
counted, then it is unclear where there has been more activity. As we think about the impact of the new law,
if we are focused on options for the rehire of retirees, there is no impact.
What adjustments to compensation and benefits are needed?
To ensure the program will operate smoothly, adjustments to compensation schedules and benefit plans
may be needed. Key questions to be considered include:
For phasing before retirement, will pro-rata pay or pay at the same rate be acceptable for both
employer and employee? If not and the employer wants to encourage phased retirement, is the employer
willing to compensate at higher levels to encourage participation in the phased retirement program? Further,
are there non-monetary incentives that can be used? For rehire of retirees, what will be acceptable?
Will phased retirees be in the active or the retiree health plan, or neither? How would health benefit
plan eligibility provisions (such as minimum number of hours worked per week, etc.) be impacted?
Would coordination with Medicare be affected? (Note that Medicare is secondary for individuals in
the active employee health plan.)
Would the program conflict with any employer policies for the provision of retiree health benefits?
(The program would not work if the retirees lose their health benefits.)
Other decisions relate to an employer’s pension plans. For final average pay plans, plan design must
address :
The method of crediting continuing service and compensation for partially retired employees.
The amount of benefit paid during partial retirement and its form (lump sum versus a stream of
payments).
The procedure for reconciling expected and actual work schedules, including resulting benefit
adjustments, if any.
The frequency and methodology for recalculation of benefits.
The time limit, if any, for partial payments.
A great deal of thought and detailed analysis will be needed to define the options linked to cash pay and
benefits that support the employer’s objectives. Here the world has changed and the new law enables new
options. Employers sponsoring defined benefit plans have new options with regard to people age 62 and
over. We do not know yet what will be in regulations, and that may make these options more or less
attractive. The world has changed for companies that want to offer general programs for phasing into
retirement and can live with age 62. That may not be a very large number of companies however.
How does an employer ensure a smooth program launch after the pieces have been put together?
In order for the program to work well, it needs to be positively supported by all levels of management and
meld with the corporate culture. Managers need clear guidelines on the rules that apply and extent of
independence they have when striking deals with their direct reports as well as their limitations. Further,
there needs to be a well-documented process for instances when the human resources department needs to
be involved in any negotiations. If the process that is implemented generates noncompliance and/or
excessive employee complaints because of unclear policy rules, it can prove detrimental to effective

implementation and acceptance of the program. Therefore, it is crucial to have properly communicated the
ground rules of the program and decision-making procedure well before the launch of the program.
Has the Society of Actuaries done any work on this?
A focus of the Society of Actuaries 2005 Risk and Process of Retirement Survey was on how retirement is
changing and the alternative paths many retirees are taking as they leave their primary careers. A report
highlighting key findings from the survey as well as commentary on their relationship to other sources can
be found at www.soa.org.
Will there be a deluge of phased retirement programs? The bottom line
While it is too early to tell how significant the Pension Protection Act will be as a significant motivator for
more phased retirement, it is clear that there will not be a major increase in programs in the short run.
Changes will depend on employers’ evaluations of the questions outlined in this article. Furthermore, since
the Act addresses only a relatively narrow aspect of phased retirement programs, it seems unlikely that it
alone can be the catalyst for many additional programs. However as more employers are affected by the
aging of America and if further enabling legislation were passed, we may see the beginning of a new era --an era that, if F. Scott Fitzgerald were here today, he might have called, the “Phased (Phazzed?) Age.”

Anna M. Rappaport is the Chair of the Society of Actuaries Committee on Post-Retirement Needs and Risks
and a Past-President of the Society of Actuaries. She is with Anna Rappaport Consulting.
Steven Siegel is Research Actuary at the Society of Actuaries.

